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Abstract

Representation of activity knowledge is important to any application which must reason about activities, such as new product management, factory scheduling, robot control, vehicle control, software engineering and air traffic control. This article provides an integration of the underlying theories needed for modeling activities. Using the domain of large computer design projects as example, the semantics of activity modeling is described. While past research in Knowledge Representation has discovered most of the underlying concepts, our attempt is towards their integration. This includes the epistemological concepts for erecting the required knowledge structure; the concepts of Activity, State, Goal and Manifestation for the adequate description of the plan and the progress; and the concepts of Time and Causality to infer the progression among the activities. We also address the issues which arise due to the integration of aggregation, time and causality among activities and states.
1. Introduction

The management of activities in large projects is composed of four parts:

1. **Planning**: Definition of activities and specification of precedence, resource requirements, durations, due dates, and milestones.

2. **Scheduling**: Selection of activities to perform (if more than one way exists), and the assignment of actual times and resources.

3. **Chronicling**: Monitoring of project performance, detection of deviations from the schedule and the repair\(^1\) of the original schedule (possibly resulting in renewed planning and scheduling).

4. **Analysis**: Evaluation of plans, schedules, and chronicled activities for normal reporting and the detection of extra-ordinary situations.

Central to the performance of these activities is the availability of a theory of activity representation. This theory would have to be comprised of two parts: syntactic conventions and a set of semantic primitives. It would have to satisfy three criteria:

1. **Completeness**: represents all relevant concepts. Given an application, completeness requires that the representation span the domain.

2. **Precision**: provides appropriate granularity of knowledge. The representation should be capable of describing the domain situations at the level of precision used in the domain.

3. **Clarity**: lacks ambiguity in interpretation. While domain languages are typically ambiguous, the representation should provide clarity by insuring that each real situation corresponds to one and only one model.

The importance of such a theory is crucial not only to the construction of project management systems but to any application which must reason about activities. These include factory scheduling, robot control, vehicle control, software engineering and air traffic control. This article provides the basic elements of the theory needed for modeling activities, which can be used for the knowledge engineering in such planning, scheduling and/or progress chronicling tasks.

Considerable effort has gone into constructing pieces of such a theory, e.g., the aspects of time [1], causality [30], activity [2], authority [27], constraint representation [12] and ownership [21]. What is missing is a unification of these ideas into a single theory and a test of its adequacy.

Since 1982, the Callisto project [34] has been constructing such a theory in the context of engineering project management. The role of project management has increased in importance. Innovation is becoming crucial to the continued vitality of industry. New products and innovations to existing products are occurring with increasing rapidity while product lives decrease. In an effort to

\(^1\)Repair or debugging involves three activities: information collection/management, analysis, and replanning/rescheduling. Chronicling stands for the information collection and management aspects of repair, while analysis, planning and scheduling are covered elsewhere.
maintain market share, companies are forced to reduce product development time. By entering the market as early as possible, the product life may be extended. Product development time may be reduced by product simplification or through better management of the development activities. Our focus is the latter.

Experience has shown that project management has become more difficult, especially in the high-technology industries. A close observation of project activities shows that errors and inefficiencies increase as the size of the project grows. The successful performance of project tasks are hindered by:

**Complexity:** due to the number and degree of interactions among activities. For example, in a computer design project, a design engineer's decision to use one particular integrated circuit may affect the supply of parts and production of prototypes by the manufacturing people.

**Uncertainty:** of direction due to the unknown state of other activities and the environment. For example, the gate-level design of a board may proceed for a while and then be disrupted by the unavailability of a chip or newly found bottlenecks in the module level design.

**Change:** in activities to be performed and products to be produced, requiring project flexibility and adaptability. Due to technological nature of the engineering design activities, a large number of activities are changed along the learning curve. Often, a plan is generated in the beginning only as a guide for the future planning.

Algorithms exist which address part of the project management problem. PERT [24] and CPM [20, 23] address the scheduling problem, in particular the detection of critical paths. Other techniques exist for the smooth assignment of resources [41]. On the other hand few, if any, systems have addressed the problem of observing and analyzing the execution of activities, understanding how they affect other activities and managing these effects. These are some of the issues which Callisto has addressed.

In addition to activity management, Callisto provides support to:

**Product Management:** maintaining a current description of the product (which is usually the outcome of a project), and determining the effects of changes to its definition (e.g., engineering change orders).

**Resource Management:** acquisition, storage, and assignment of the many resources required to support a project.

The purpose of this paper is to describe the theory of activity representation embodied in Callisto. Only a portion of this theory is described, that is, the representation of state, activity, abstraction, aggregation, time and causality. Due to limitations in size, the representation of authority, responsibility and possession are not included but can be found in Sathi and Fox [35].

The paper begins with an example from project management. Next, the foundation on which the theory is built, is described. This foundation is a layered representation based upon the view...
described by Brachman [5]. The two main parts of the theory are then described: representation of states, activities and goals; and the representation of time and causality. Finally, we provide a discussion of the relational abstraction.

2. A Project Management Example

Let us use an example to explain the issues involved in the semantics of project representation. Following is a typical description of a project:

The engineering development activity for a cpu typically involves the development of specifications, design on a CAD tool (the CAD tool is owned by the manufacturing department which uses only a portion of its capacity. The rest is used for other users and preventive maintenance. In an earlier agreement, the manufacturing department promised to give 60% of the CAD tool's use to the engineering department for designing Micro-84), and verification of the board on test cases. A committee of hardware engineers develops the specifications and assigns an engineer to design and verify the board specifications. Hence, specification is followed by design, and verification. If verification is successful, the cpu is released for prototype development. Otherwise, the bug is located, the board is revised, and the design is performed again.

Mr. Jones, a project manager in the engineering department has been assigned the responsibility of designing the Micro-84 CPU board. As it is not possible to cover all design aspects together, two milestones have been set for developing version 1 and 2 of the board respectively, and it is expected that the version 2 of the board will conform to the project goals.

The expected duration for the design activities depends heavily on whether a new technology is used for the design or not. As the decision on whether to go with the new technology has not yet been made, two schedules need to be developed, one with the assumption that the design durations will be reduced with the help of MCA’s and the other without the MCA technology.

For the design of the Micro-84 CPU, a sequence of activities is described with their logical relationships, the product change process, and resources required. Itemized below are the types of knowledge required for scheduling or tracking the progress of these activities.

- Required activities.
- Durations for each activity.
- Activity precedence.
- How activities are aggregated and abstracted.
- Conditions under which activities can be performed, e.g., temporal relationship between specification and design (what if they overlap).
• Logical connections among activities, e.g., design is done if specification is completed or if verification fails.

• Individualization of schedules for the two versions of the board, from a prototypical schedule.

• Representation of the two alternate schedules and actual dates for starting and finishing activities, and for goals and milestones.

• Representation of changes in the product, or changes in the start or end dates (e.g., what happens when it is decided that MCA’s are to be used for some portions and hence durations need to be modified to an in-between level).

• Resources required for each of these activities: engineers, CAD tool, simulation software and test examples.

• The period of time during which the above resources are required.

• Representation of constraints, that restrict the usage of the resources, e.g., the maintenance schedule and previous reservations by other users on the CAD machine, and the use of engineers for the next project.

• Interactions with the user (e.g., could he use his own terms instead of what we generate here).

3. Layers of Representation
Given the above description, we now need to define the project concepts in terms of their attributes and relations. We need to define the engineering activities, their precedence and resource constraints as well as aggregations, computer part descriptions, resource descriptions, ownership, authority for resolving conflicts, and so on. For each of these, the model should define their attributes, relations, and the information that flows between these concepts based on their relationships. For example, if a computer part is designed by an engineer, so are its components.

It is natural to look for commonalities among these concepts and linkages. For example, if the aggregation of activities is in any way similar to the aggregation of computer components, then a common relation can be constructed to define the common definition of aggregation, which can be specialized for the two applications. We should be able to represent the domain dependent concepts in terms of more worldly domain independent ones, e.g., the concepts of time and causality for defining precedence constraints. In this way, we can capture the underlying meaning and semantics of relations and the related flow of information. Consequently, the meaning of such models can be enhanced by combining the individual concepts to form complex concepts. We also need an implementation language for representing these concepts, their linkages and the information flow across these relations.

The idea of a semantic representation of human knowledge originated in Quillian’s thesis [29] in which concepts are represented by networks. A distinguishing feature of this work was the introduction of an "is-a" link which defines taxonomic relations and the inheritance of attributes from
super-concepts to sub-concepts in the hierarchy. The concept of semantic networks evolved [37, 43] and has been implemented in languages such as KLONE [4], NETL [9], and [16]. In 1975, Minsky introduced the concept of “frame.” A frame partitions a semantic network into easily identifiable concepts. A variety of frame languages have been created including FRL [31], Concepts [22], KRL [3], UNITS [39] and SRL [11, 44]. A number of researchers have contributed to the semantic network approach to organizing knowledge. Contributions from Brachman [5] and Fox [12] have led to the definition of five layers of representation:

- The domain layer provides concepts, words and expressions specific to a domain of application.

- The semantic layer is comprised of models of the common primitives such as the concepts of time, activity, state, agent, ownership, etc. These concepts are common across domains and can, therefore, be used as building blocks for modeling the domain specific concepts.

- The epistemological layer provides a way of regulating the flow of information through inheritance (described in detail later in this section). This layer uses the concepts of set, prototype, levels of aggregation and the structural relations which link these concepts. It captures the structural similarities across various concepts in the conceptual layer.

- The logical layer defines the word concept as a collection of assertions (described in detail later in this section).

- The implementation layer provides primitives for machine interpretation of the concepts and the assertions.

Having provided an intuitive understanding of why each of these layers is needed, we will now describe these layers in detail. SRL [44] is the representation language used throughout this paper. We start with the implementation layer and define, as we go along, building blocks used in the subsequent layers.

### 3.1. The Domain Layer

For the project management example (section 2), we need to define the concepts of specification, design and verification activities, and their relationships, the computer parts, the engineering and manufacturing departments, and the contracts between them on the usage of the CAD machine. These terms can now be defined much more easily using the epistemological concepts and the semantic definition of activities, objects and agents. The addition of a new domain only requires the addition of domain specific concepts and their definition in terms of the epistemological and semantic layers.

---

2 For a good review of the previous work, please refer to Brachman [5].
3.2. The Semantic Layer
The semantic layer contributes to the depth of representation by facilitating inheritance of the underlying common knowledge. For example, all types of activities, whether design or verification, engineering or manufacturing, share common information such as cost, duration, and responsibility. They have similar underlying notions of causality, time relationships, resource possessions and milestones. We, therefore, need a common definition of activity, which can be used for further defining specific activities.

The concepts in the semantic layer can be classified into three major categories: action related, object related and agent related. The action related primitives include concepts of activity, state, causation and temporal relations. The definition of object includes its refinements and disaggregations, and the theory of change. Constraints can be imposed on the definition of action or object related primitives. The agents possess and own objects and are organized through authority structures.

In the following sections, we will describe, in detail, the definition and representation for activity, state, time and causality. We will build a theory for each of these concepts, which brings forth a general definition of the concept. The semantic layer is defined using the concepts of inheritance and structure defined in the epistemological layer.

3.3. The Epistemological Layer
The epistemological layer distinguishes types of slots and schemata. Prototype, Individual, and Set are distinguished schema types. Structural and taxonomic relations (e.g., is-a) are distinguished slots. Schemata are defined at this level with an active interpretation, e.g., slots and values may be inherited from one schema to another over a taxonomic relation, concepts and their relationships.

Set, Individual and Prototype
A set is a concept defined as a collection of things that belong or are used together [42]; an individual is a a member of the set. The concept set describes the group characteristics of the individuals in the set (i.e., statistics such as number, average, etc.). A prototype is a concept which describes the standard or typical features of the members of a set. Thus, the concept prototype contains the prototypical characteristics of the individuals, while the individuals contain their individual characteristics (either exceptions to the prototypical characteristics or individual identifiers). Figure 1 depicts the relationship among the set, the prototype and the members of the set. The relations member-of and has-member provide an aggregation of individuals to form sets and are thus similar to the aggregation mechanisms defined later in this section. The relation prototype-of links a prototype to a set. The relations is-a and instance are described later in this section.
Figure 1: The set, the prototype and the individuals

```
{{set
  IS-A: concept
  HAS-PROTOTYPE:
  HAS-MEMBER:}}

Schema 1: The set schema

{{prototype
  IS-A: concept
  PROTOTYPE-OF:}}

Schema 2: The prototype schema

{{individual
  IS-A: concept
  INSTANCE:
  MEMBER-OF:}}

Schema 3: The individual schema

{{prototype-of
  IS-A: relation
  INVERSE: has-prototype}}

Schema 4: The prototype-of relation
Structural Relations

We would like to identify the structural relations used to structure knowledge into groups of concepts. While taxonomical links have been commonly used in the representation of knowledge since their introduction in Quillian's work [29], other ways of structuring knowledge have been explored by Brachman [5] and Fox [12] using relations to individuate, refine and structurally aggregate concepts. We will define these structural links and how they differ from each other. Knowledge is structured using six relations to provide defaults, classification, elaboration, revision, individuation and aggregation.

Central to the concept of these relations is the specification of information which may be inherited from the range to the domain. Fox [11] proposed that for two concepts related to each other, what is to be transferred, excluded, added and/or modified cannot be modeled with a small set of classification relations (e.g., is-a, ako, virtual-copy). What is needed is a set of primitives that can be used to define the inheritance semantics for any relation.

Brachman [6] reviewed the use of the relation is-a and pointed to the diversity and the related confusion in the use of the relation is-a for semantic links, (e.g., the use of is-a for subset/superset, generalization/specialization, conceptual containment, set membership, prototypes, etc). He concluded that the most prevalent use of the is-a relation seems to be as a default (assignment to a concept its default properties through the is-a relation). That is, if Clyde is an elephant, then he has properties typical of elephants. Our approach is to identify explicitly the differences among the various relations. Thus, the role of the relation is-a is reduced to the definition of default properties. Thus, if prototype is-a concept, the assertions in the prototype schema inherit their default values from the concept schema. For example, in the sentence Jack is a nice guy, the is-a relation is used to inherit the default mannerism for Jack through his association with the concept of nice guy.

We define the relation is-a to be a structural link such that, if A is-a B, A inherits all the properties of B. We define is-a to be reflexive (A is-a A), transitive (if A is-a B and B is-a C, then A is-a C) and asymmetric (if A is-a B, B is not is-a A). Ironically, the relation is-a is needed to define itself as a relation, so as to inherit all the characteristics of the concept relation. The instance relation used in the transitivity for is-a is defined later in this section. As shown below in the transitivity slot, activity is-a concept, if it is possible to get to concept schema from activity schema while stepping along at most one instance relation (i.e., (repeat (step instance t) 0 1)) followed by none or any number of is-a relation steps (i.e., (repeat (step is-a t) 0 inf)). The is-a-inclusion-spec specifies that all the slots which are not listed (i.e., is-a, instance, is-a+inv, or instance+inv) can be inherited along the is-a relation from the range to the domain of the is-a relation.

---

3 In the implementation, we had to restrict the inheritance of the inverse links to avoid circular loops.

4 Refer to [44] for the syntax of transitivity slot in is-a schema.
Classification (defined in Webster’s dictionary as a systematic arrangement in groups or categories according to established criteria) is the process by which a set is divided or partitioned into sub-sets on the basis of some attribute value. It is important to note that both the domain and the range of a classification are sets. For example, manufacturing activity is a subset-of activity (classified on the basis of being an activity in the manufacturing domain). In the inverse process, specific sets can be combined to form more generic sets. We will use has-subset to relate a set (domain) to its sub-sets (range). The inverse of has-subset is subset-of. We will see later how this process is different in its inheritance semantics from aggregation and revision processes. In terms of inheritance semantics, subset-of-include shows the information that can be inherited across the subset-of relation (i.e., all slots except for subset-of and prototype-of and all the values). The relation subset-of is transitive, asymmetric and non-reflexive.  

As defined in the transitivity slot, manufacturing-activity is subset-of activity if it is possible to get to the activity schema from the manufacturing-activity schema while stepping along at least one (1 to infinity) subset-of relation.
The process of **elaboration** (which means to *expand something in detail*) takes a concept and fills in details. Details can be appended by adding assertions (e.g., slots with values) to a concept. While classification relations operate on sets, the elaboration relation operates on individuals and prototypes. In our model **has-elaboration** takes an individual or prototype as domain and another individual or prototype as range. The inverse of elaboration is **abstraction**, which according to Webster's dictionary is the process of *reducing specific information*, and is represented by the relation **elaboration-of**. Both **elaboration-of** and **has-elaboration** are transitive, asymmetric and reflexive. The elaboration-of-inclusion schema defines the information that is inherited along the elaboration-of relation (i.e., all the slots except for elaboration-of and all the values).

\[
\{\text{has-elaboration}
\begin{align*}
\text{IS-A}&: \text{relation} \\
\text{DOMAIN}&: (\text{or (type is-a individual)} \\
&\hspace{1cm} (\text{type is-a prototype})) \\
\text{RANGE}&: (\text{schema (or (type is-a individual)} \\
&\hspace{1cm} (\text{type is-a prototype}))) \\
\text{INVERSE}&: \text{elaboration-of} \\
\text{TRANSITIVITY}&: (\text{repeat (step has-elaboration t) 0 inf})
\end{align*}
\}
\]

**Schema 8**: The has-elaboration relation

\[
\{\text{elaboration-of}
\begin{align*}
\text{IS-A}&: \text{relation} \\
\text{DOMAIN}&: (\text{or (type is-a individual)} \\
&\hspace{1cm} (\text{type is-a prototype})) \\
\text{RANGE}&: (\text{schema (or (type is-a individual)} \\
&\hspace{1cm} (\text{type is-a prototype}))) \\
\text{INVERSE}&: \text{has-elaboration} \\
\text{INCLUSION}&: \text{elaboration-of-inclusion} \\
\text{TRANSITIVITY}&: (\text{repeat (step elaboration-of t) 0 inf}) \\
\text{COMMENT}&: "\text{elaboration-of defines abstraction}"}
\}
\]

**Schema 9**: The elaboration-of relation

\[
\{\text{elaboration-of-inclusion}
\begin{align*}
\text{INSTANCE}&: \text{inclusion-spec} \\
\text{SLOT-RESTRICTION}&: (\text{not elaboration-of}) \\
\text{VALUE-RESTRICTION}&: t}
\}
\]

**Schema 10**: The elaboration-of-inclusion

The emphasis in aggregation (i.e., *to collect or gather into a whole*) is towards combining the parts to make a whole. The parts could belong to different sets, or instances of sets. The disaggregates are **part-of** the aggregate concept. Parts inherit some attributes from their aggregation (e.g., ownership), others are aggregated (e.g., cost), or averaged (e.g., performance). For example, **cpu-specification** is **part-of** the **cpu-engineering-network**. The inverse of **part-of** is **has-part**. The **part-of** relation is reflexive as well as transitive though asymmetric (similar to the elaboration-of relation, described above).

\[\text{As defined in the transitivity slot. } \text{Micro-84-version-1 is elaboration-of } \text{Micro-84} \text{ if it is possible to get to the } \text{Micro-84-version-1 schema from the Micro-84 schema while stepping along zero or more (0 to infinity) elaboration-of relations.}\]
Thus the process of revision (i.e., to make a newly amended, improved, or up-to-date version) converts a range object into a domain object by adding improvements in its representation. Here, both the range and the domain need to be at the same level of aggregation and belong to the same set of concepts for a meaningful revision. Revisions can be introduced by adding or transforming slots. For example, Version 2 of Micro-84 is a revision-of version 1. Both version 1 and 2 are at the same level of aggregation. As opposed to elaboration, revision is a transformation process, and thus describes a progression in time. The inverse link is revised-by and it does not conceptually represent a process. The relation revision-of is transitive, asymmetric and non reflexive (similar to the subset-of relation).

Individuation is the development of the individual from the universal [5] and is represented by the instance relation. It can be interpreted as a copy of the prototype with an individual name and exceptions, if any. For example, cpu-engineering is the process of engineering development of a cpu, while cpu-engineering%1 is an instance of cpu-engineering for building the first version of Micro-84 cpu.
As we go on to develop relations for specialized needs, we find that these relations can inherit the inheritance semantics from more generic relations. For example, if the aggregation process in objects is similar to the aggregation process in activities, then their commonalities can be represented using a domain independent part-of relation, from which each of the relations, specific to activities and objects, inherits the common inheritance semantics and adds to it what is specific to activities or objects. Thus, we begin to build a hierarchy of these relations, starting from the most general concepts like classification and abstraction, to more and more specific relations. Such relations (e.g., sub-activity-of and sub-state-of, in sections 4.1 and 4.2, respectively) were defined in the semantic layer.

3.4. The Logical Layer
The logical layer provides a logical interpretation of the information stored in the schemata. In particular, a schema-slot-value triplet is interpreted as an assertion possessed by the schema (i.e., the attribute named by the slot with the defined value). For example, "the project cpu-engineering costs $20,000" is an assertion. Assertions are grouped together (in a schema) to define a single concept.

3.5. The Implementation Layer
The purpose of the implementation layer is to define the lowest level data structures. The most basic representation primitive is a schema. Physically, a schema is composed of a schema name (printed in bold font) and a set of slots (printed in small caps). A schema is always enclosed by double braces with the schema name appearing at the top. The slots can have values assigned to them.

For example, the activity schema is composed of a number of slots defining attributes of the activity such as duration, cost and description. The Micro-84-engineering schema defines values for each of the slots defined in the activity schema, e.g., cost of $2,000,000 and duration of 2 years.

Meta-information may be attached to any part of a schema. It provides the user with a means of documenting the information in a schema, and also for defining the semantics of schema, slots and values. In the cpu-engineering schema, the slots in italics are meta-information attached to the
schema, the slot or the value depending on their indentation. In this example, the creator of the schema is "Mark" and the creation-date of the value in the cost slot is 1 Aug 1984.

4. The Theory of Activity, State and Goals
Much of Callisto's capabilities rely upon detailed knowledge of both activities and the conditions under which they can be performed. For example, planning requires a representation for each activity, and knowledge of resources consumed and produced by each activity in order to select and deduce precedence (i.e., sequence them.) To support hierarchical reasoning, activities must be represented at multiple levels of abstraction. Scheduling uses the same knowledge as planning, but in addition, requires time information and knowledge of alternatives (e.g., activities, substitutable resources) for situations in which certain resources are not available at the specified time. Chronicling is the facility for specifying activity status. It analyzes the implementation of the schedules, detects problems, such as deviations and interactions, and attempts to repair them. In order to perform this task, the chronicling system must distinguish among various versions of activities, including the predicted ones created by scheduling and the actual ones performed by the project. It must also have knowledge of how the predicted activities constrain the project and what must be done to repair any deviations.
4.1. Theory of Activity

First, we need to define the concept of activity. This definition should include the type of tasks that can be called activities, relationships among them and with project goals, and issues of aggregation and abstraction. Consider the example:

... a project manager has been assigned the responsibility of designing the Micro-84 CPU Board. This design involves development of specifications, design on a CAD tool, and verification of the board on test cases.

Are all of these activities? How is the overall project related to these activities? How are the goals set? Finally, how is their disaggregation done by the project manager, and by others in the organization?

Considerable research work has been done in defining and relating activities or acts in natural language systems, problem solving systems, and in linguistics and philosophy. These works provide useful insights into the hierarchical representation of activities, and in representing the prerequisites and results of an activity. Allen [2] has developed a theory of action, which is by far the most general and includes actions involving non-activity, actions which are not easily decomposable and actions which occur simultaneously.

We define the activity as the basic unit of action in the project management environment. The project manager starts with a project activity assigned to him, disaggregates the project into a set of sub-activities, the execution or completion of which leads to the completion of the project. An activity is a transformation of the world from one situation or state to another [25], which, directly or indirectly, carries the project from the starting state towards the goal state.

Aggregation and Abstraction

Activities are often defined at many levels of abstraction. Sacerdoti [32, 33] constructed a system which stratified activities by the removal of conditions. The choice of condition was based on "importance." In the NONLIN system, Tate [40] developed a task formalism, which described various actions, pre-conditions and precedences. The NONLIN system expanded these high level descriptions into detailed plans. In the task formalism, the supervised conditions were differentiated from others as they involved details that could be expanded by the planning system (and, thus, involved no interaction with the other high level activities). In order to facilitate different levels of aggregation, Goldstein and Roberts [13] used sub-activity-of, which provides disaggregation of activities. The relation refined-by was used by Ellis [8] and Fox [12] to connect activities to their detailed counterparts.

We use the epistemological layer concepts to model the relationship between cpu-engineering and its components, the cpu-specification, cpu-design and cpu-verification activities. None of the relations, mentioned by the researchers above, seem appropriate for relating cpu-engineering to cpu-specification. It is not just an elaboration, because elaboration involves an expansion of an object into another, where both are at the same level of aggregation. It is not a disaggregation (as

---

7 For an excellent review, please refer to [2].

8 A project activity in the engineering design context starts with a plan to produce a new product and ends with the first revenue shipment of the product. It has a goal to design the product, while the starting point is an abstract concept in the mind of the design initiator.
implicitly stated in the \textit{sub-activity-of} relation of Goldstein), because \textit{cpu-engineering} is not at the same level of detail (or abstraction) as \textit{cpu-specification}. In other words, the different levels of specificity \cite{32, 40} and \textit{and/or} aggregation \cite{17} coexist in the specification of activities.

Thus, we should be using both aggregation and elaboration. An activity is \textit{elaborated} to an aggregate activity (an activity network), which then has activities that are \textit{part-of} the aggregate activity. For example, the \textit{cpu-engineering} activity has an elaboration, \textit{cpu-engineering-network}, which in turn, has three activities \textit{cpu-specification}, \textit{cpu-design} and \textit{cpu-verification} as \textit{part-of} \textit{cpu-engineering-network}. The \textit{elaboration-of} relation helps in the separation of the single activity, \textit{cpu-engineering}, from its detailed description, thus facilitating descriptions at different levels of abstraction or multiple elaborations of the same activity. For example, as in Tate \cite{40}, the activity \textit{cpu-engineering} describes all the interactions with the other activities (outside the \textit{cpu-engineering-network}), while the interactions within the \textit{cpu-engineering-network} are hidden at the level of the high level activity, \textit{cpu-engineering} (see figure 2 and section 4.2).

We will discuss inheritance issues related to activity aggregation next, and issues related to temporal aggregation in section 5.1. The SRL representation of the concept activity is as follows:

\begin{verbatim}
{activity
    ELABORATION-OF:
        Range: (schema (type is-a activity))
    HAS-ELABORATION:
        Range: (schema (type is-a activity))
    PART-OF:
        Range: (schema (type is-a activity))
    COST:
    DURATION:}

Schema 17: Activity schema
\end{verbatim}

An activity should inherit information from other activities in higher and lower levels of abstraction. For example, if the activity \textit{cpu-engineering} is the responsibility of a project manager, he is also responsible for \textit{cpu-specification}, \textit{cpu-design} and \textit{cpu-verification} activities. Also, the cost of executing \textit{cpu-engineering} should be the aggregation of the cost of its lower level activities. As these various types of inheritances are specific to the activity world, it is inappropriate to include them in the definition of the \textit{part-of} relation. We define the \textit{sub-activity-of} relation, which acts like \textit{part-of}, for aggregating activities. Its inverse is the relation \textit{has-sub-activity}.

There are two types of information flow across the aggregation levels. First, is the inheritance of information by lower level activities from the higher levels. Inheritance flows from the range to the domain via the \textit{sub-activity-of} relation and the inclusion specifications in SRL. Second, the higher level activities aggregate information (e.g., cost) from lower levels (through a many-to-one map specification, \textit{has-sub-activity-map}).\footnote{We will later return to aggregation (of activity status), while describing the representation of state.} This aggregation of information can be represented in the \textit{sub-activity-of} relation:
Here, has-sub-activity-map defines what can be aggregated along the has-sub-activity relation, while sub-activity-of-incl defines the information that can be inherited along the sub-activity-of relation. The schema description of sub-activity-of-incl states that the slots "priority" and "responsibility-of" can be inherited by a sub-activity, from its super-activity.

The has-elaboration relations can be used to link an abstract activity to a detailed activity network. These relations are useful in multi-user communication situations where an activity at one level of description needs to be elaborated into its components at a lower level. For example, the engineering manager thinks of cpu-engineering as a single activity with no further disaggregations. The same activity is an aggregate activity further decomposed into cpu-specification, cpu-design and cpu-verification activities in the eyes of the project manager dealing with these activities. The relation elaboration-of, which relates a detailed aggregate activity (cpu-engineering-network) to the abstract activity (cpu-engineering), suffices in its inheritance definition as it inherits all information from the abstract to the elaborated concept (figure 2).

How are the activities aggregated? It is not necessary for the aggregation to be conjunctive only. In real life, very often managers refer to disjunct aggregations (The design can be done either by design on CAD machine or on the bread-board). The aggregate activity, therefore, could be a conjunctive or disjunctive aggregation of its components. The schema for aggregate activity contains a type slot to provide this information:
Schema 21: Aggregate activity schema

Schema 22: Cpu-engineering-network schema

Figure 2: Activity aggregation and abstraction
Is it necessary for an activity to be part of one and only one aggregate activity? While the project manager considers cpu-specification, cpu-design and cpu-verification as parts of a project, a design engineer would probably consider the cpu-design as a part of various design activities to be done. In the organizational environment, it is common to find that quality control and the material departments aggregate activities in different ways. Similarly, there can be multiple elaborations of the same activity, each emphasizing different aspects of the activity. For example, the overall activity cpu-engineering may have altogether different components for the CAD and physical space designers, respectively. Each of these elaborations refers to the same abstract activity. As specified, the activity representation is capable of dealing with multiple ways of aggregation and elaboration.

4.2. Theory of State
The next problem to be settled is the representation of conditions under which an activity may be performed, and the new conditions produced by the activity. In our example, cpu-design activity is started when cpu-specification is completed or if cpu-verification fails. In the project management tasks, such arbitrarily complex conditions involving logical constructs should be represented by the activity model.

Let us start with the definition of a state. Hendrix [15] described a state of the world model, "like a still photograph of a dynamic situation, representing objects and the relationships among objects as they exist the moment the photograph is taken." In project management, we found that the concept of state (or event as used in PERT/CPM models [20, 23] was even more general and included state of beings over time (similar to the definition of situation in Hendrix [17]). Thus, state defines a fact which holds as of some point in time (e.g., cpu-specification is complete) or for a period of time (e.g., possession of CAD machine for the duration of cpu-design).

4.2.1. State Aggregation
In the world of project activities, we would like to use states as a way of representing alternative scenarios or situations in which an activity can be executed, as well as the resulting alternative outcomes. Thus, using superimposed logical structures [17], different scenarios required for executing the activity are combined to form a composite state, which enables the activity. The overall logical structure holds whenever any of its constituent alternative situations holds. We, therefore, have a relative representation of the type "if ... then start the activity." For example, cpu-design can be done after completing cpu-specification, or if cpu-verification fails and requires a CAD machine. This implies that cpu-design can not be executed unless this composite state of the world is true.

The new condition produced by the activity is the caused state, which is an aggregation of different alternatives caused by the activity. The schema representation of the activity can now be extended to

---

10 We would like to point out here that PERT/CPM representation ignored the state of being over time in their representation of events. However, the only difference between the two is temporal. As we have disassociated temporal issues from the causal issues, it is now possible to combine them and thus use a more general view of state. We will discuss the salient underlying temporal differences later in section 5.1.

11 The problem of causality is dealt with in section 5.2, which gives a definition of the "true" state, its propagation as well as the roles of relations enabled-by and cause.
include the state links:

```
{{activity
  HAS-SUB-ACTIVITY:
    Range: (schema (type is-a activity))
  SUB-ACTIVITY-OF:
    Range: (schema (type is-a activity))
  ENABLED-BY:
    Range: (schema (type is-a state))
  CAUSE:
    Range: (schema (type is-a state))
  COST:
  DURATION: }}
```

Schema 23: Modified activity schema

The relations enabled-by and cause (which link an activity to its enabling and caused states, respectively) are defined later in section 5.2.

Let us now look at the cpu-design activity in the example introduced earlier. The schema representation of the cpu-design activity is given below. The aggregated enabling state is start-cpu-design, which enables the cpu-design activity. The cpu-design-complete state is caused by the cpu-design activity and represents the logical aggregation of the possible alternative outcomes.

```
{{cpu-design
  IS-A: activity
  ENABLED-BY: start-cpu-design
  CAUSE: cpu-design-complete
  SUB-ACTIVITY-OF: cpu-engineering-network
  COST: 200,000
  DURATION: 120 days}}
```

Schema 24: Cpu-design activity schema

Let us look at the example again:

The design (is done) on a CAD tool ... specification is followed by design ... if verification fails ... design is performed again.

Thus cpu-design is done when cpu-specification is completed or cpu-verification fails and requires a CAD machine for the duration of the cpu-design. We need to disaggregate start-cpu-design to represent these logical relationships. As with the aggregation of the activities, the aggregation of states can also be accomplished by the part-of relation or its elaboration. We use the has-sub-state relation (with its inverse sub-state-of) to link an aggregate state to its disaggregates. Hence, possession of the CAD machine is a sub-state of the enabling state start-cpu-design. The relation has-sub-state can be used to determine whether the composite state holds (this is done by associating the logic of state propagation with the map-spec of the has-sub-state relation in SRL). The sub-state-of relation is a part-of with the addition of the appropriate truth propagation algorithm (described later in section 5.2):
States of the world represent completion of activities, possession of resources, milestones that must be met, their aggregations, etc. While any of these states could be associated with an activity, their roles and characteristics differ. For example, the possession of resources is represented by states which hold (or are "true") for a duration of time, while completion of activities is a one-shot situation [30]. A classification of states is required to properly represent the different types of logical preconditions and aggregations. This classification, which shows two major classes of states, aggregate states and leaf states, is depicted in figure 3. The aggregate state could be an or (disjunct), which is true if any of its sub-states is true, or an and (conjunct), where all of its sub-states should be true to make the and state true. The leaf states are further classified into status predicates, depicting facts related to activities status and possess predicates, depicting possession of resources for the duration of the activity. The rationale for differentiating between status predicates and possess predicates will be discussed later in the theory of time (see section 5.1).

Returning to our example, the states `cpu-spec-complete` and `cpu-verification-failed` are aggregated by a disjunct `or-cpu-design` state. The state `start-cpu-design` is a conjunct of the `or-cpu-design` and `possess-CAD-machine`. The schema representation of these states is as follows:

![State classification hierarchy](image)
We refer to this aggregation of states as state trees. Figure 4 illustrates the enabling state-tree described before. The enabling state tree, the activity and the caused state tree together define when an activity can be done, what it does and the results it delivers. An activity cluster is an aggregate concept composed of an activity, an enabling tree, and a caused tree. Later sections will further describe this concept and its use as a partition [17].

4.2.2. State Abstraction

There is a need to map state information across the levels of activity hierarchy, thus easing the process of project monitoring. For example, the abstract activity, cpu-engineering, starts when cpu-specification is started, and is completed when cpu-verification is completed successfully.

The abstraction of state information is almost identical to the abstraction of activities described before in section 4.1. We need to map the starting of the disaggregate activities to the starting of the abstract activity. Thus, the enabling states of the initial activities form an enabling network, using sub-state-of with conjuncts and disjuncts. This enabling network is an elaboration of the enabling state of the abstract activity. For example, if cpu-specification were a possible starting point for the cpu-engineering activity, the start-cpu-engineering-network, maps the start of start-cpu-engineering to the start of cpu-specification (figure 5).
4.3. Goals
The project management task begins with a statement of goals. These goals guide the construction of the project's activity/state network. Two basic types of goals have been distinguished: goals which define the milestone states on the performance of the project and its completion, and goals which constrain performance of activities (e.g., constraints on time or money to spend on an activity).

State goals are represented in the same form as states. The top of this hierarchy defines the project
goals, breaking them into milestones for smaller time periods. The structure of the goal hierarchy is similar to the structure of the state hierarchy, with part-of relations to provide aggregations and elaboration-of to elaborate the goal into a network of goals/milestones. A network of goals is aggregated into an aggregate-goal using the part-of relation, wherein goal information can be summed or averaged.
These goal states also need to be linked to the activities. Whenever an activity is linked to a goal state, its completion must lead to the satisfaction of the goal state. For example, in figure 6, Milestone-2 is a goal-state linked to the activity, cpu-engineering. Whenever, cpu-engineering is completed, it should satisfy the specifications of Milestone-2. The relation must-satisfy is used to link a caused state to a milestone state.

Activity goals such as the cost, the end-time (to be explained in 5.3) and the resources produced by
an activity, are specified as bounds on these values (e.g., minimum and maximum admissible values). These goals act as constraints and are attached (in the form of a meta-schema) to the affected slot. Thus the cost goal is attached to the cost slot:

\[
\begin{align*}
\{\text{activity} \\
\text{COST:} \\
\text{Constrained-by: (type "is-a" "goal-constraint")}\}
\end{align*}
\]

**Schema 34:** Activity schema with cost goal

\[
\begin{align*}
\{\text{goal-constraint} \\
\text{IS-A: constraint} \\
\text{IMPORTANCE:} \\
\text{VALUE:})\}
\end{align*}
\]

**Schema 35:** Goal constraint

Section 4.4 describes how these goals are used in conjunction with schedules to monitor activities. The details of constraint specification and usage can be found in Fox's thesis [12].

### 4.4. Instantiation and Manifestation

The next step towards the construction of a theory of activity, states, and goals is providing the representational capability to differentiate between prototypical networks, individualized networks, schedules and actual completion reports. In our interviews with managers, we found that they had the notion of a prototypical network, which they used repeatedly for similar design tasks. For each task they used the prototypical network possibly with some task specific variations (e.g., *everything but the power supply design activities*). A schedule was generated before starting a task and updated at the end of each milestone (referred to as *schedule of Jan 15, schedule of June 30, ...*). Finally, they create activity completion reports providing the actual start and completion dates for the activities. The project managers relate and enquire about relative location of activities (e.g., *what do I do after design*), about a schedule (e.g., *when does design start in the new schedule*), across schedules (e.g., *how much will the slip be now, compared to the last schedule*) or comparing schedules with actual progress (e.g., *how much did we slip in completing design of CPU*). Needless to say, there is more than one representation of an activity and a need for linking these diverse representations.

Organizations typically maintain standard procedures (e.g., *Engineering Guidelines*) which describe the procedure or the activities involved in a task. Even when standard procedures are not maintained formally, people have rich sets of past experiences or scripts [36] stored as prototypical activities and states. For a new task or project, these standard procedures or past experiences are individuated and the new task becomes an instance of the standard procedures. In effect, the set of activities, which comprise the new task, are linked by an instance relation to the corresponding activities and states in the standard procedures.\(^{12}\) For example, *cpu-design%1* is generated as an instance of *cpu-design*, enabled by *start-cpu-design%1* and causes *cpu-design-complete%1*, where *start-cpu-design%1* and *cpu-design-complete%1* are instances of *start-cpu-design* and

---

\(^{12}\)Thus, as in Brachman [5], instantiation is the process of linking a real thing in the world to a concept.
cpu-design-complete, respectively.

{[cpu-design%1  
_INSTANCE: cpu-design  
ENABLED-BY: start-cpu-design%1  
CAUSE: cpu-design-complete%1]}

Schema 36: Cpu-design%1 schema

Figure 7: Activity hierarchy and individuation

Each activity in the individuated activity network is an instance of a prototypical activity. In other words, the activities are defined elsewhere, and through the process of individuation, the project manager combines these activities to provide the desired result. In real life, the individuation process could be a lot more complex and may involve revisions of prototypical concepts. Hence, there should
be a prototypical activity, \textit{cpu-specification}, which can be instantiated to form \textit{cpu-specification\%1}, representing the specification development for Micro-84 cpu version 1. The project planner may revise the definitions as given in the prototypical activity, \textit{cpu-specification} at the time of instantiating the activity.

Manifestations \cite{12} are state specific descriptions of the individuals which describe the state at a specific time. For example, the chronicling sub-system of Callisto takes the individuated network and creates manifestations, which represent how and when the activities and states actually progress. For example, the manifestation for \textit{cpu-design\%1-1} will now be linked to the activity \textit{cpu-design\%1} and will provide the progress status and corresponding start and end times.

\begin{verbatim}
{{m-cpu-design\%1-1
Creation-Date: Jun 30 1983
MANIFESTATION-OF: CPU-design\%1
MANIFESTATION-TYPE: scheduled
STATUS: active
DURATION: {{INSTANCE: time-interval
START-TIME: Jan 14 1984
END-TIME: Jan 21 1984}}}}

Schema 37: Manifestation of cpu-design\%1
\end{verbatim}

The duration slot points towards a time interval schema (to be described in 5.1). There may be more than one manifestation of an activity. The manifestations are differentiated on the basis of \textit{creation-date} and \textit{manifestation-type}. All the scheduled manifestations are marked \textit{scheduled}, while the real activity executions are marked \textit{manifestation-type real}. Figure 7 depicts these networks, where \textit{cpu-spec\%1}, \textit{cpu-design\%1} and \textit{cpu-verification\%1} are the instances for the corresponding prototypical activities, \textit{cpu-specification, cpu-design} and \textit{cpu-verification}.

Finally, let us look at the role of goals in relation to schedules and real manifestations. We view goals as a set of commitments, which change gradually with the execution of the project. There are always slips or surprises in the execution of activities, which make it difficult to predict the exact time and cost for an activity. As a result, it is not uncommon to find the scheduled and real manifestations differing in values. Just from these manifestations, it is difficult to ascertain how bad a slip has been in terms of the overall goal (because the future is still unknown). The goals provide a more steady comparison point. By disaggregating the goal into subgoals or milestones, test points are created at which the status of the project can be evaluated. At each milestone, the project manager makes a decision whether to reschedule (and thus change future milestones) or not. The scheduled manifestations, on the other hand, can be changed dynamically within a milestone to accommodate day-to-day discrepancies in scheduled vs. actual.

5. Theory of Causality and Time
Definitions of activities, states, and their abstractions only solve some of the representational problems. A manager would like to know \textit{which conditions need to be met} before an activity starts. For example, we may assert that \textit{cpu-design starts when cpu-specification is completed and if a CAD machine is available for the duration of the activity}. What does such an assertion mean? Does
cpu-design start as soon as cpu-specification is completed? Obviously not, as we still need to check for the possession of the CAD machine. Is it sufficient, if the CAD machine is available at the time of starting the design, and not later? Probably not, because the CAD machine is needed for the duration of the activity (or the activity can be suspended). We seem to understand such assertions in terms of their temporal and causal implications. It is the purpose of this section to explicitly represent this understanding of the temporal and causal implications.

Rieger and Grinberg have combined causality with temporal relations to develop a classification of cause-effect links [30]. While the resulting representation is explicit, it unnecessarily defines each cross-product of causal and temporal relations (one-shot causal, one shot enablement, continuous causal, continuous enablement, etc). The number of such cross products increases rapidly as we begin to aggregate activities and states using logical aggregations. Also, it is not natural for us to think in terms of such cross products. It is a lot easier to segregate the causal and temporal relations and allow the model to combine any pair of them. Allen [21] has used this approach, though he has not integrated time and causality with aggregation across levels of detail. We have segregated time and causality and have attempted to relate causality and time with aggregation.

We will first define the temporal links associated with the activity networks described earlier in section 4.1. We will also discuss the issues related to granularity in measurement of time. We will then define the causal relations which connect these concepts and show how they are abstracted to higher levels. Finally, we will discuss issues related to separation between causality and time.

5.1. Theory of Time

The cpu-design activity is started if the cpu-specification is completed. The cpu-specifications should lead to a specification statement, which is used by the design engineers for the design, otherwise one of the specification team members needs to accompany the design team in the design activity.

While such statements are often made by project managers, their usage or query in a model such as ours requires an understanding of the underlying temporal relations. The completion of specification statement and the possession of specification engineer appear to be alternate equivalent states leading to the start of the design activity. While the former is a condition which needs to be "true" at the start of the design activity, the latter is a possession which needs to be "true" for the duration of the activity. Our model of the activity should reflect the underlying temporal differences in order to relate to project queries, or to provide for a knowledgeable analysis of the alternatives. For example, it should be possible to decide that the cpu-design activity was late because the specifications were not fully generated before starting cpu-design and specification engineers could not be accessed for some time due to their other commitments.

In the modeling of activities, temporal relations provide a weak order of activities (a correlation in time as opposed to causality from one activity to another). For example, the activity cpu-specification occurs during the execution of cpu-engineering-network, and CAD machine is to be possessed for the duration of the cpu-design activity. There are three salient issues in the representation of temporal information. Firstly, there are differences in representation of relative and absolute time across prototypical networks and their manifestations. Secondly, the temporal information should be
abstracted across the levels of activity abstraction. Lastly, we would like to discuss the issues related to measurement and comparison of time in varying granularity.

Representation of time has been a well debated topic [10, 7, 18, 14, 26, 1, 38, 19] and lays the foundation for our work here. We will be using the temporal relations developed by Allen [1], Kedzierski [19], and Smith [38], which provide an excellent classification of temporal relationships, pictorially depicted in figure 8.

Each of these relations is represented as a schema, with an appropriate function to resolve whether concepts follow a time relation or not [38].
At least two concepts of time were found to occur in the representation of activities. In prototypical activity networks, the representation of time between state and activity within a cluster and between clusters was relational (e.g., *cpu-design* is done after completing *cpu-specification*). On the other hand, the temporal definitions for the manifestations of these activities are absolute (having absolute start and end times, e.g., *cpu-design starts on Feb 15*). While the relative temporal relationships are required for the former, the latter needs a time-line [38] (as illustrated below) and some way of specifying time granularity.

The first step towards the representation of time is to specify the units of time, a scale and the functions to manipulate time. This is defined by the time-line schema [38]. An example of time-line is the weekly-time-line:

```schema
{{weekly-time-line
  INSTANCE: time-line
  POINT-FORM:
    (list (sexp (lambda (x) (not (lessp x 0))))
    (sexp (lambda (x) (not (lessp x 0)))
    (not (greaterp (x 52))))
  START-POINT: (1970 0)
  END-POINT: (1999 52)
  GRANULARITY:(0 1)
  ADD: week-add
  DIFF: week-diff}}
```

**Schema 39:** Illustration of time-line

A time interval is defined by a schema as having a start-time, an end-time and a duration. It is dated by a time-line. An illustration of the time-interval is *m-cpu-design%1-1-duration*:

```schema
{{m-cpu-design%1-1-duration
  START-TIME: (1984 2)
  END-TIME: (1984 3)
  DURATION: (0 1)
  DATED-BY: weekly-time-line}}
```

**Schema 40:** Illustration of time interval
The slot **point-form** describes how a particular time point is represented. For example, in the *weekly time-line* schema, time is represented as a pair of year and week. The year values are restricted to positive numbers while weeks have lower bound of 0 and upper bound of 52. The **start-point** indicates the starting point of the time line (e.g., *beginning of 1970*), while **end-point** indicates the ending point of the time line (e.g., *end of the year 1999*). The **granularity** slot provides an indication of the precision of the time line. For example, in the *weekly time-line*, time durations of less than a week are ignored. The slots **add** and **diff** store the procedures to be used for adding time periods and deleting one time period from another, respectively.

### 5.1.1. Temporal Relations in State-tree

First, let us describe the relational model of time in the state tree. Each relation used in the definition of the state tree has associated with it a temporal relation. These temporal associations differentiate between the one-shot precedence relations and the continuous possess relations. We will examine each of these relations specified earlier and postulate the corresponding temporal definitions.

We postulated two types of leaf states, the status predicates, which model the existence of a condition, and possess predicates which model the possession of a resource. Their temporal descriptions are different. Let us define **start-time** of a state as the time in the time-line at which the state becomes "true," and **end-time** as the time at which it becomes "false." The **status-predicates** are one-shot [30], i.e., their start time is well-defined while the end-time is not (only when due to a loop in the activity execution, an activity is repeatedly executed, the end-time may have a meaningful interpretation). For example, the *cpu-design-complete* becomes "true" when the *cpu-design* is completed, and remains "true" unless the design is redone. On the other hand, the **possess-predicates** are continuous [30], i.e., both the start and the end time for the state are well defined and mark the period in time for which the state is continually "true." For example, the *CAD machine* should be possessed for the duration of the *cpu-design* activity. When a state is to be "true," must be determined by the time-relation explicitly linking the state, and not by any implicit interpretation. This implies that there should be a meet time relation explicitly linking the activity *cpu-design* to the state *cpu-design-complete*.

An aggregate conjunct state, composed of status-predicates, becomes "true" when all of its sub-states become true (see figure 9). The sub-state-of relation in such a situation is augmented with a meet relation in time, because the aggregate state is "true" after its sub-states.\(^\text{13}\) Similarly, a composite disjunct state carries an implicit same-begin relation, because the composite state is "true" whenever any of its sub-states are "true" and the two time periods have the same beginning.

An aggregate state, which has possess-predicates as disaggregates, is also continuous. A conjunct of possess states is "true" for the duration of time, when all of its disaggregates are "true." Unless some of them are needed for only part of the activity duration, they have an associated same-end relation. The disjuncts, on the other hand, have a time-equal relation between the aggregate and disaggregate state (see figure 10).

What happens now if we have an aggregate state, which is composed of both status and possess

\(^\text{13}\) we will ignore the end-time consideration here as it is undefined.
Figure 9: Temporal aggregation of status

predicates? This aggregate state will have appropriate temporal relations as described above with each of the sub-states and will be "true" according to the complex logic created by its dis-aggregates. For example, if the cpu-design activity can be started after the specifications are listed in a report or if a member of the specification team can be possessed for the duration of the design activity, then the disjunct state is same-begin with the status-predicate (i.e., completion of specification report) and time-equal with the possess-predicate (i.e., possession of a person to explain specifications) and the disjunct state is, then, needed to be true for the duration of the cpu-design activity (see figure 11).

There are many such alternatives and there may be any number of such composite states in a hierarchy of state tree. It is not feasible to define a complex relation for each one of these which combines a temporal characteristic with an aggregation characteristic. It is much easier to have aggregation and temporal relations coexisting in a model of the activity, so that any of these combinations can be generated and used to interpret relative temporal associations according to need. This segregation also facilitates representation of other complex temporal relations, e.g., overlapping states and activities.
5.1.2. Temporal Aggregation of Activities

The sub-activity-of relation carries the temporal definition of during, because the sub-activities are always done within the duration of their aggregate activity. For example, *cpu-specification* is done during the execution of the *cpu-engineering-network*. Hence, if the start or end time for specification are not given, a rough estimate can be inherited from the higher level activity. The definition of the relation sub-activity-of can now be extended as follows:

\[ \text{sub-activity-of} \quad \text{IS-A: part-of during} \]

**Schema 41: Sub-activity-of relation**

As opposed to the state hierarchy, the relationship in activity aggregation is consistently a temporal during relation, irrespective of the type of aggregation (conjunct or disjunct). The network in turn is an elaboration of an activity at a more abstract level and has a time-equal relation with the abstract activity.
5.1.3. Time Granularity

Schedule predictions and actual completions, on the other hand, specify absolute time. Consequently, the manifestations carry explicit information on start and end time for the manifestation. For example, the schedule for specification could specify a start-time of Jan 15 and an end time of Feb 10.

Granularity of time was defined earlier in this section as the precision of the associated time-line. The granularity of measurement needs to be defined both for the specification and the comparison of temporal information. The specification of start or end time of a manifestation implicitly contains a time-granularity. For example, the statement, *the cpu-design activity will be completed in March*, uses the granularity of month (this definition of time is at a more aggregate level compared to the weekly time-line we saw earlier). Similarly, the determination of whether two overlapping manifested activities occurred before, after, or during one another is dependent upon the comparison granularity. For example, if the activities *cpu-specification* and *cpu-design* are both done in the same quarter, they are time-equal at the granularity of quarter, while they may meet at the granularity of a day, and may be related with an after relation at the granularity of a second.
As explained before, the concept of time-line is useful in specifying the granularity, and hence two time-intervals in absolute time can be compared using two different functions in different granularities. The compare-function given in each temporal relation uses the granularity of the time-line to adapt to the appropriate time-granularity.

While being compared, the two time-periods (or time-points) may be specified in the same or different granularities. It is relatively easy to compare two time periods having the same granularity (e.g., the first week of March is before the first week of April) by using the compare function stored in the temporal relations. Consider a situation where the two time intervals are specified in two different time granularities (e.g., 1984 first quarter and Feb—Apr 1984). One may wish to transform one time interval from one level of granularity to another before comparing and deducing the relationship (e.g., that 1984 first quarter is equivalent to Jan—Mar and hence overlaps with Feb—Apr). The question is whether such a transformation should be done on the less precise or the more precise time interval. The transformation from a more precise to a less precise time-line involves an approximation, and hence, it is better to transform the time-interval in quarters to the one in months and, then, apply the compare function. Time-points need to be converted into time intervals before such a comparison can take place. Thus, 1984 first quarter as a time point cannot be compared with Mar 19, till we convert it into a time period (i.e., Jan 1—Mar 31 1984), and, then, it can be deduced that 1984 first quarter contains March 19, 1984.

5.2. Theory of Causality

In the project management domain, causation of one activity by another is central to the planning, scheduling and chronicling of activities. We will describe here the causal primitives necessary for such a system. These causal primitives should facilitate the reasoning of causation across the activities and states. For example, someone may want to know Which activity is caused by cpu-specification?, Which are the previous-activities of cpu-design?, or If cpu-engineering is initiated, which sub-activities are started as a result?. The scheduling and chronicling systems are likely to use this causal reasoning to move through the activity network for generating a schedule or for deciphering whom to report the progress, respectively.

A number of models have been developed for tracking the progression of change or "truth" in a set of states (e.g., Petri nets [28] and ICN [8]). Unfortunately, these models work on "flat" networks, i.e., having no aggregation or abstraction levels. We introduced aggregation and abstraction at three levels: in a state tree to describe the composite state enabling or caused by an activity, in an activity network to describe activities at different levels of detail or aggregation and lastly, abstraction of states across activity hierarchy. To answer the queries raised in the previous paragraph, one needs to know the causal implications for each of these three situations. For example, it is equally correct to say that the start of cpu-specification causes the start of cpu-engineering as it is to assume the causality top-down from cpu-engineering to cpu-specification (see figure 12). In the project management environment, it is simply a matter of reporting vs directing and, thus, both causality directions are equally plausible.

---

14 To do such a comparison, the compare function accesses the granularity and point form of the two intervals and makes an arithmetic comparison of the two tuples.
Causality is stronger than temporal association. In the definitions of temporal relations, meets only specified the correlative occurrence of the two time intervals, without any causation. Causation specifies an order of occurrences, and has associated with it the temporal relations. In other words, temporal relations can exist without causation, while causal relations imply temporal association. Each aggregation node in the activity/state network has, associated with it, a two-way causation, which needs to be used for evaluating whether a state is "true" or not. For example, if a conjunct node is "true," so are its sub-states. Similarly, if the sub-states of a conjunct state are "true," so is the conjunct state.

The three basic relations linking states to other states and activities: enable, cause and has-sub-state, need to be formally defined to include the causality of status propagation from one state or activity to another:

Enable/enabled-by
As and when a state is linked to an activity with the enable relation, it introduces a new propagation-action function, so that whenever the (domain) state is true, it starts the (range) activity. For example, cpu-design is started when start-cpu-design is true.
In the above description, the enable-propagation-action is introduced when the enable link is formed between the activity and its enabling state. The start-activity-in is a lisp function which is attached to the enabling-state (e.g., start-cpu-design). Whenever a propagation-action message is sent to the enabling state (a la object programming), it generates a manifestation of the activity and records the activity status as active.

Cause/caused-by
The cause relation is similar to the enable relation, except that causation flows from the activity to a state. Whenever the activity changes its status, the change is propagated to the caused state. For example, the completion of design-cpu makes design-complete true (by sending a message to activate the update-status-in in the propagation-action slot of the activity.

Has-sub-state/sub-state-of
The aggregation of states implies a two-way causality. Any changes in the status should lead to status changes in the other states in the hierarchy depending on the logical aggregation type used in the aggregation hierarchy. For example, the or-state in the design-cpu example should change its status whenever either of its disaggregate states changes in the status. The propagation-action slot

---

\[15\] For details of introduction-specs, please refer to [11, 44].
is dependent on the type of aggregation and is defined for the or-state and the and-state schemata.¹⁶

```
{{or-state
    IS-A: aggregate-state
    PROPAGATION-ACTION: or-propagate}}

Schema 44: Or-state schema
```

```
{{and-state
    IS-A: aggregate-state
    PROPAGATION-ACTION: and-propagate}}

Schema 45: And-state schema
```

Finally, the truth-propagation for the leaf-states needs to be defined. A status predicate is true if it is currently manifested (i.e., it has a manifestation which is active, and, thus, has a start time but no end time), or if its elaborations are true. A possess-predicate is true if it is currently manifested otherwise a message is sent to the resource manager for the required resource requesting a possession of the resource.

```
{{status-predicate
    IS-A: leaf-state
    PROPAGATION-ACTION: update-status-predicate-fn}}

Schema 46: Status predicate schema
```

```
{{possess-predicate
    IS-A: leaf-state
    PROPAGATION-ACTION: request-resource-manager-fn}}

Schema 47: Possess predicate schema
```

**Truth Propagation**

Are the above causal definitions sufficient to define causation in activity networks? We need to look at the propagation of causation from one activity to another to analyze whether the definitions given above lead to a non-ambiguous description of the causal flow. We will assume that each time the system simulates the activity network to generate a schedule, the following sequence of steps will be executed:

¹⁶The or-propagate function simply applies a lisp "or" function to the evaluation of status by its sub states, obtained by sending object programming messages. The and-propagate applies a lisp "and" instead.
1. The user initiates the activation\textsuperscript{17} of the \textit{cpu-engineering} activity, which involves sending a message to the state \textit{start-cpu-engineering}, to propagation-action, thus asserting that the state \textit{start-cpu-engineering} is true (figure 13).

2. As the state, \textit{start-cpu-engineering}, is a status-predicate, its propagation-action function, \textit{update-status-predicate-In}, sends a message to its elaboration, \textit{start-cpu-engineering-network} and creates a manifestation of \textit{start-cpu-engineering} if the message returns a true.

3. The state \textit{start-cpu-engineering-network} is an or-state. The propagation-action function of an or-state creates a manifestation of the or-state, if any of the messages sent to its sub-states returns a true. A message is thereby sent to the states, \textit{start-cpu-specification} and \textit{start-cpu-design}, for propagation-action.

4. The state \textit{start-cpu-specification} is a status-predicate without any elaborations, and hence can be made true. As a result, \textit{start-cpu-engineering-network} and \textit{start-cpu-engineering} are also made true. The propagation-action slot of \textit{start-cpu-specification} has a function, which involves sending a message to the

\textsuperscript{17}The activation of an activity implies asserting that the activity is ready for execution. An activity can be activated either by the user, or through the causation from one activity to another, as illustrated later.
cpu-specification activity to start.\textsuperscript{18}

5. The completion of the cpu-specification involves searching for a state in the caused state tree, whose status matches with the status of the activity, and sending a message to that state to propagation-action. In this case, the propagation-action message is sent to the state, cpu-spec-complete. As the state, cpu-spec-complete is a status-predicate with no further elaborations, a manifestation is created.

6. Now, we face a problem. In order to propagate further, we now have to move up in the enabling state tree from cpu-spec-complete to start-cpu-design (figure 14). There are two ways of achieving it:

- A propagation action can be defined for moving up the state tree along the sub-state-of relation. But, as we have already defined a propagation action for moving down the has-sub-state relation, the states cpu-spec-complete and or-cpu-design will end up sending messages to each other ad infinitum.

- We can find the next-activities of cpu-specification linked through cpu-spec-complete, activate each one of them, and follow the same logic as we did for cpu-specification and cpu-engineering activities.

Following the second approach, we somehow find (to be explained, in detail, later in this section) that the activity, cpu-design, is to be activated. A message is sent to the state, start-cpu-design to initiate a propagation-action.

7. As start-cpu-design is an and-state, it can not be true unless all of its sub-states are true. A message is sent to or-cpu-design and possess-CAD-machine to initiate propagation-action.

8. The or-cpu-design sends a message in turn to cpu-spec-complete and cpu-verification-failed, receives that cpu-spec-complete is true and, thus, responds in turn to start-cpu-design with a true message.

9. The state, possess-CAD-machine is a possess-predicate. In order for it to be true, it needs to possess the CAD-machine. A message is, thereby, sent to the resource manager of the CAD-machine requesting the use of the CAD Machine for the duration of cpu-design and a false is sent back to start-cpu-design.

10. When the resource manager for CAD machine decides to allow the possession of the CAD Machine for the cpu-design, a possession message\textsuperscript{19} is sent to the cpu-design and the process of propagation-action is repeated for the state, start-cpu-design.

The truth-propagation algorithm described above leaves one question unanswered—how are we going to find out that the activity, cpu-design should be activated when the activity, cpu-specification

\textsuperscript{18}Starting an activity involves a number of actions: setting the status to active, making a manifestation of the activity, and scheduling the activity completion at the scheduled end-time of the activity (which is start-time + the duration of the activity).

\textsuperscript{19}Similar to the activation message, a possession message informs the activity that the needed resource is available and that the activity can be started.
is completed? This question turns out to be non-trivial. Let us explore it further by defining the
transitivity of a relation which moves across the state trees from one activity to its next activities:

1. The first step in such a relation is to move along a cause relation from an activity to the
top of its cause-state-tree. Thus, from cpu-specification, we move to cpu-spec-complete.

2. The next step could be that of moving down a has-sub-state relation (e.g., from
cpu-verification-complete to cpu-verification-failed, or moving up a sub-state-of
relation (e.g., from cpu-spec-complete to or-cpu-design). As it turns out, there may be
any number of such sub-state-of or has-sub-state relations.

3. Finally, one has to move from a state to an activity by moving along a enable relation
(e.g., from start-cpu-design to cpu-design).

The problem comes from the fact that we had to move both up and down the state trees. There is no
consistent way of ensuring that we stop at only the next activities of the activity that we started with.
Let us consider the situation in figure 15. We would like to model a network where activity a1 has two
alternative outcomes—s121 and s122. Another activity, a2, has a single outcome, s22. Activity a3
starts when a1 causes s122 or a2 causes its completion, s22. Also, activity a4 starts after a2 results in
s22. There is nothing to inform the "transitivity" algorithm, which attempts to move from s12 to s122,
that after having moved to s31, it should not move to s22. This portrayal of state trees does not have
an associated concept of causality, which would have differentiated between movement from s12 to s31 and from s31 to s22.

Let us diagnose the problem a little more closely. Each status predicate in our network stands for two descriptions. First, that a condition is met due to the ending of an activity (e.g., failure of verification at the end of the verification activity). Second, that this condition is one of the states required for starting a new activity (e.g., starting design due to failure of verification). It is tempting to use one state to signify both of the above, as it is done in the state space approach [28, 8]. While modeling simple activity networks, these two states naturally collapsed together without adding any ambiguity to the definition of next-activities. In figure 16, the flow of causality moves from activity a1 to state s12, from activity a2 to state s22 and then from these two states to their conjunct s31, and finally from state s31 to activity a3. Here, the same state s12 signified the completion of activity a1 and a condition for starting activity a3. We should be able to model this network with s31 as a conjunct state made of two leaf states s12 and s22.
Aggregation among activities and states introduces ambiguity. As we saw in figure 15, the state space approach is clearly inadequate for dealing with arbitrarily complex activity and state combinations.

One way of dealing with the problem of transitivity of causality and "truth propagation" is to define two causal links for each sub-state/sub-activity relation. Each state in such a network would be a part of a causal chain at a level of abstraction, and there would be additional links to relate to higher levels of abstraction (figure 17 illustrates this approach). Although this approach is explicit, it ignores the implications from the semantics of aggregation and abstraction relations and increases (unnecessarily) the number of causal relations.

We see a need for separation of causality from aggregation. This involves the modeling of causality separately across the activity clusters (defined earlier in section 4.1) and using the state trees for ascertaining causality within an activity cluster. It looks reasonable to follow this approach because activity cluster is an aggregate concept capable of reasoning within itself to provide the direction of...
causality. We use the relation cause-enable to link the caused state associated with one activity to the corresponding enabling state of its next activity. Hence, cpu-spec-completion, the caused state associated with specification has a cause-enable link to start-cpu-design-c1. Within the activity cluster for cpu-design, the transitivity algorithm can move along the state aggregation from the leaf states to the top of the tree. The illustration in figure 15 now changes to figure 19.

This approach involves the definition of the state s122' as a mirror image of s122, which is true whenever the latter is true. An added benefit of the inclusion of activity clusters is that they reduce the complexity of activity editing. Activities are modular, hence are easier to insert and modify without worrying about interactions with other states.

The cause-enable relation was introduced to separate clusters. The link is not only used to separate but also to propagate state changes. For example, when cpu-verification fails, the cause-enable relation, which connects cpu-verification activity cluster to cpu-design, propagates a change in status and, thus, initiates the start of cpu-design. The enabling state tree for cpu-design, represents the other requirements for starting specification, i.e., having the CAD machine. Once the CAD machine is available, it fulfills the condition for starting cpu-design, and propagates the causation to the cpu-design activity itself by forming a manifestation of the cpu-design, with an appropriate start-time.

**Cause-enable/enable-cause**
The cause-enable relation allows propagation of status from one state to another. Whenever the domain state changes its status, the range state should also change its status accordingly.
Figure 18: Activity clusters illustration
Figure 19: Causation: aggregations and cause-enable
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```plaintext
{{cause-enable
  IS-A: relation
  INVERSE: enable-cause
  DOMAIN (type is-a state)
  RANGE: (type is-a state)
  INTRODUCTION: cause-enable-propagation-action}}

{{cause-enable-propagation-action
  INSTANCE: introduction-spec
  NEW-SLOT: propagation-action
  NEW-VALUE: create-manifestation-fn}}
```

Schema 48: The cause-enable relation
5.3. Time, Causality and Goals
Having defined time and causality, let us look at their association. We have found that causality is a stronger association of the two because it implies the temporal association as well as the direction of causation. At the same time, there are a number of combinations generated from the association of time, causality and aggregation and we do not have a small set of combinations, which could be labeled and used together. We would like to raise here two issues related to time, causality and aggregation. First, how are the temporal and the causal links related? Second, what is the role of goals and milestones?

We have employed many of the causal relations given [30], but have described time separately. This separation enables activities to be causally linked with a temporal relation ascribed separately. In general, there is no need to assign a specific temporal link as the process of causation (i.e., the "truth" propagation) will generate a temporal association in absolute time and a similar system can simulate the causal reasoning to derive the relative temporal associations. For example, if no temporal associations are provided, the system can reason through the network to assume that specification is completed before starting design. The temporal relations at the same time provide additional information not available in the causation (e.g., specification can overlap with design).

The goal-states defined earlier imply a need for causation from an initial state to a goal state. The question is what these goals imply in terms of time and causality? In particular, the must-satisfy relation projects what should happen. What does this must-satisfy relation imply in terms of causality, and how should the "truth-propagation" deal with the must-satisfy relation, and finally, which of the time-relations should be associated with the must-satisfy relation?

The status of goals are different from "true" and "false." A goal is either inactive, active or satisfied. When the goal is generated, it is inactive as no activity is actively pursuing the achievement of the conditions specified in the goal. The enablement of the attached activity leads to a change in the goal state from inactive to active. The active status of the goal implies that an activity is being pursued to meet the goal. If the completion of the activity meets the conditions specified in the goal, it satisfies the goal. The goal state is manifested for each of the three above mentioned states by the respective actions, viz., enablement of the enabling state tree and causation of the caused state tree. The manifestations carry a status value and a time interval during which the goal was in the specified status. Thus, the goal for version 1 of cpu-engineering%1 is set to active as and when the start-cpu-engineering%1 activity is manifested. The goal is satisfied, when the cpu-engineering%1 is completed (see figure 20).

6. Theory of Relational Abstraction
When we walked into the application environment, the first couple of sessions were spent in understanding the meaning of words used. Terms like ECO, revisions, components, etc. had specific meanings associated. Once we generated the semantic representation, we had to generate abstract relations to conform to the managers' vocabulary.

It is interesting to note that while the jargon seemed obtrusive to people outside the organization, it was used freely within the organization, with no ambiguities. When we examined the meaning, we could theorize and represent the underlying semantics. Organizations develop their own languages
and everyone communicates in these languages, despite the fact that the language used will not be understood by outsiders. In this section, we will discuss the rationale behind these domain languages and the related issues of representational complexity and distance. Unfortunately, the underlying semantic representation is usually available in the minds of the system designers alone. In our representation, it is possible to overlay the domain structure over the semantic structure and change the domain layer from organization to organization or from one application to another.

Another reason for overlaying abstract relations is the complexity of the representation. While the explicit representation of time, causality, etc., is theoretically satisfying, in practice it places a heavy
burden on the creator of the model. It is obvious to the model builder how activity clusters are formed and traversed, but in applying these concepts for perusing the data-base, the model builder or the user would like to use more abstract relations. The problem here is one of representational distance, that is, how complex is the transformation of surface level concepts into the representation primitives. Frame systems provide a partial solution similar to abstract data-types; a frame represents an aggregation of properties and structure. The SRL language used by Callisto, also provides relation abstraction. Hence, "higher level" relations may be defined.

For example, let us develop a relation *next-activity-of*, which links two activities, causally linked to each other. We would like to infer that *cpu-design* is *next-activity-of* *cpu-specification*. In the model developed in section 4, we described that *cpu-specification* causes *cpu-spec-complete*, which has a cause-enable link to *start-cpu-design-c1*, which in turn is the sub-state of *or-cpu-design*. The state *or-cpu-design* is sub-state of *start-cpu-design*, which enables the activity *cpu-design*. The relation *next-activity-of* is an abstraction of this detailed description. The relationship between the abstract relation and its elaboration are provided by defining the transitivity of *next-activity-of* in terms of the basic relations used at the semantic level. The schema representation of *next-activity-of* is as follows:

```
{(next-activity.of
    IS-A: relation
    INVERSE: has-next-activity
    DOMAIN: (type is-a activity)
    RANGE: (type is-a activity)
    TRANSITIVITY:
        (list
            (step enabled-by all t)
            (repeat (step has-sub-state all t) 0 inf)
            (step enable-cause all t)
            (repeat (step sub-state-of all t) 0 inf)
            (step caused-by all t)))}
```

Schema 49: The relation *next-activity-of*

The user could query whether the activity *cpu-design* is *next-activity-of* [cpu-specification], or could get a list of activities, each of which are *next-activity-of* *cpu-specification*.20

Linguistic level relations [5] may be formed with any combination at the conceptual or epistemological levels. Hence, if the project manager intends to specify *sub-operation-of* as a *sub-activity-of* for the manufacturing domain, he should be able to specify it by defining the *sub-operation-of* relation as follows:

20In the representation of this relation, we have specified the following transitivity grammar for the relation: In order to relate two activities using this relation, one has to traverse one enabled-by relation, any number of sub-state relations (which take us down the enabling state tree), one enable-cause relation (which takes us to the caused state tree of the other activity), any number of sub-state-of relations to go up the caused state hierarchy and finally a caused-by relation to reach the activity.
To summarize, the purpose of relational abstraction is two fold. First, it provides a way of representing relations, which are abstractions of detailed semantic representation. This abstract representation reduces the semantic complexity that the model builder or the user has to deal with. Second, it helps translation of domain concepts to more general semantic concepts.

7. Conclusion
We started with a goal of developing a representation language which satisfies the criteria of completeness, precision and lack of ambiguity. In the process of developing the representation language, we integrated the theories of activity, time, causality, manifestation and instantiation. The integration process raised a number of issues: first, the need for separation of time and causality; second, the difference between one-way causation (the cause-enable relation), and two-way causation (the has-sub-state and sub-state-of relations); and finally, the difference between the aggregation process of building a whole from its parts, from the abstraction process of reducing information from one level of detail to another.

A formal evaluation of these theories is an article in itself. We will concentrate here on the example listed in section 2 and evaluate the theories in terms of their completeness, precision and lack of ambiguity.

Evaluation of completeness
The criterion of completeness requires that the representation spans the application domain. The project management tasks need models of the required activities; their duration; precedence, resources; time; logical (causal) connections; individual and prototypical plans; constraints and organization for conflict resolution. This article includes the definition of the activities, the states or conditions enabling the activity, and those caused by the activity. It covers the activity precedence and resource requirements, individual and prototypical plans, and alternative manifestations, as well as the temporal and causal relations linking these activities and states. The concepts related to project environment, i.e., the organization for conflict resolution, are described in Sathi and Fox [35]. The theory of constraint can be found in Fox's thesis [12]. At the same time, the theory falls short in the description of activity attributes (e.g., cost, duration, product or state transformation details), the procedures for aggregation and abstraction of activities and states (e.g., the operations needed for aggregation - averaging, summation, etc., and the types of attributes for each of these operations), and the use of classification relations for categorizing and generating group characteristics.
Evaluation of precision

Precision requires description to be at the appropriate granularity of knowledge, i.e., the precision used in the project management communication. The theory is considered successful, if the sentences in the example can be translated into a set of concepts which replicate the descriptions in the sentences. Using relational abstraction, a number of higher level statements can be faithfully replicated (e.g., specification is followed by design). At the same time, the theory is capable of describing the situation in a lot more detail (e.g., what conditions need to be met before during the cpu-design activity? or during the cpu-design activity?). Thus, a user can choose the appropriate level of precision in describing plans, schedules or progress in a project.

Evaluation of clarity

Clarity of the theories can be evaluated by ensuring that there exists one and only one representation for a given situation. These are two likely sources of ambiguity: inconsistency and incompleteness (of which completeness is covered above).

Inconsistency implies there exist two or more project descriptions which, when put together give rise to a conflict. For example, if managers use different PERT based networks for project descriptions at different levels of the managerial hierarchy, the descriptions may suffer a lack of common updating procedures. Similar problems have been observed during plan generation and scheduling of projects. We aimed at providing explicit details not only to avoid incompleteness but also to achieve the integration of concepts so as to avoid inconsistency. For example, the integration of cpu-engineering activity with cpu-engineering-network ensures that the status information remains consistent between the two levels of detail. The specifications and changes made in planning, scheduling or chronicling, are integrated at multiple levels in the managerial and project hierarchy, not only across levels of management, but also within a level from one department or unit to another. In this way the introduction of inconsistency is minimized and inconsistencies that do exist are brought to the surface.

Research tends to raise as many questions as it answers. Our work is no different. It raises issues in two directions:

- Whether the experimental system developed here can be applied to "real-life" large engineering and manufacturing projects. A number of questions are often asked. For example, how much of detail is really needed? How easy will it be to use? How bulky will it be? Would it be adequate for all project management needs? While such large projects involve 5,000 or more activities, no manager ever reviews more than 100 activities at a time. The major short-coming of the existing commercial packages is their inability in summarizing or focusing on the 100 relevant activities. While our research paves the way, the techniques for presenting summaries and foci are yet to evolve.

- The activity representation is similar across the various application domains. While we developed a set of semantic primitives, they need to be validated on a large number of domains. It would be worth while to explore the similarities and differences across domains, specially in their inheritance considerations.
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